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1. Introduction. The zeros modulo 1 of the familiar function

/oo
tr1 sin irldt, x > 0,

can be shown to have 1/2 as their only limit point. This result leads

quite naturally to an investigation of the limit points of the zeros

modulo 1 of the function F(x) =f?j(t)g(t)dt, where /(/) and g(t) are

functions defined for fS^O and subject to the following conditions:

HI. /(/)^0 and is Lebesgue integrable on Q^t^l, and j(t+n)

= (-!)»/(/) for « = 1,2, ....
H2. j(t)^0 on any subinterval of 0^<1.

H3. g(t)>0, for t^O,and j(t)g(t) is Lebesgue integrable on0gtg. 1.

H4. g(t) is monotone decreasing to zero for 0^/< °°.

H5. g(t) has a point of decrease in each interval nk<t<nk-\-l,

where (nk)k=0 is an infinite set of distinct non-negative integers:

H6. g(n-\-l)/g(n)—>1 as n—> °o, « = 0, 1, • • • .

Easily deducible properties of the function F(x) are summarized in

Theorem 1.1. Conditions H1-H5 imply that

(a) F(x) is defined jor x = 0 and is not identically constant on any

subinterval oj 0 ^ x < <» ;

(b) the relative maxima (minima) oj F(x) occur at x = 2n (x = 2ra +1),

« = 0, 1, • • ■ ;

(c) F(x) has precisely one zero, call it zn, in each interval n <x <» + l,

« = 0, 1, • • • ; and

(d) 0^(-l)"F(n)/g(n)^j0lj(t)dt, » = 0, 1, • • • .

If N is any infinite set of non-negative integers and a is any num-

ber such that Ogagl, let propositions A(a, N) and B(«, A^ be de-

fined as follows:

A(a,N):    (-l)nF(n)/g(n) -> f  j{t)dt  as  n -> »,    n £ N.
J o
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B(a, N):    z„ — n —> a  as  n —> oo, n £ N,

where zn is defined in Theorem 1.1(c). It will be shown that conditions

H1-H6 imply that A (a, N) is true if and only if B(a, N) is true

(Theorem 2.1).

Let C be defined by the conditions

(1.1) 0 < C < 1   and  2 f  /(/)<f/ =  f fit)dt.

(Note that the condition H2 implies that C is uniquely determined by

these conditions.) If git) satisfies the additional condition

H7. git)— git+1) is monotone decreasing for 0^/<oo,

then it will be shown that the conditions H1-H5 and H7 are sufficient

in order that the zeros modulo 1 of F(x) lie to the right of C (Theorem

3.1) and that conditions H1-H7 are sufficient to show that these

zeros modulo 1 have C as their only limit point (Theorem 3.3). An

example is given to show that the condition H7 is necessary in order

that these last two results be true in general.

2. This section is devoted to a proof of

Theorem 2.1. The conditions H1-H6 of §1 imply that the proposi-

tion A (a, N) is true if and only if B(a, N) is true.

Proof: If zn — n=a, then

iiz )   C Zn~n (_l)n  C z"

o^ fit)dt = ±—f        fit)git)dt
gin) J a gin)   J „+a

gin + a)  r Zn~n

gin)      J a

while for z„ — n <a,

gin + a)   /*'»-" (—l)n+1  rZn

0 ̂  - '  I fit)dt = ^-/— I      fit)git)dt
gW        J a gin)       J n+a

s-^f """/««.
gW   J a

Since H4 and H6 imply that g(ra+;y)/g(w)—>1 uniformly for |y| ^1,

it follows that, as ra—> oo,

(2.1)      f       fit)dt -> 0 if and only if- f " fit)git)dt -> 0.
•7 a gin)   J n+a

Furthermore, conditions HI, H4, and H6 imply that
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(2.2) ——- j(t)g(t)dt^       j{t)dt
g(n)   Jn Jo

as »—»=o.

The proof of the theorem is now completed by employing (2.1) and

(2.2) in the identity

(-l)n rx (-1)" rn+a

o = -Vf     /W«(0* = (- i)-f(»)/«(») - -Vf-       /(0«W*
«(«)     •'«» {?(»)     Jn

(—1)"    /* «■

g(»)     •/„+«

3. The first result to be proved in this section is

Theorem 3.1. Ij z„ is defined as in Theorem 1.1(c) and C is defined

by (1.1), then the conditions H1-H5 and H7 imply that zn — n^C,

« = 0, 1, • • • .

Proof. By Theorem 1.1(b), it is sufficient to show that

(-l)"F(w + C)=Ofor w = 0, 1, • • • .

(-1)»F(« + C) = (-1)" C j(t)g(t)dl
J n+C

oo      /» k+l+C

= (-i)-E        f(t)g(t)dt

(3.1) ^"Ji+C

= (-i)"E(-i)*l     f(t)g(t+k)dt
k-n J C

/. 1+C /   oo \

j(t)\Z(-i)n+kgd + k)}dt,
C V Jb-n /

where the interchange in the order of summation and integration is

justified by Lebesgue's principle of dominated convergence.

Let

(3.2) gn(t) = Z(-ir+kg(t + k).
k=n

Then gn(t)>0 and, by H7, is monotone decreasing in / for each n.

Therefore,

r j(t)gn(t)dt ^ gn(i) r jiodi = gn(i) r /(«)*,
J c J c J 0

and
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/. 1+C /» C- fit)gnit)dt = g„(i) I   fit)dt,
1 J 0

so that

/. 1 /» l+C
fit)gnit)dl  = - fit)gnit)dt,

C J 1

which, because of (3.1) and (3.2), completes the proof.

Theorem 3.2. The conditions H1-H7 imply that

(-l)"F(n)/s(n)- f  fil)di
J o

as ra—>oo, where Cis defined by (1.1).

Proof. The formula

(3.3) (-l)-F(ra) =  f  fit)gnit)dt,

where g„it) is given by (3.2), is obtained and justified in the same way

as was (3.1). Since g„it) is decreasing in / for each ra, i3.3) gives

(3.4) g„(l) f lfit)dt = (-1)»F(») = gn(0) f  f{t)dt.
Jo J o

Recalling that g(x)— g(x + l) is nonincreasing, one sees that

2«»(1) = 2S [g(ra + 1 + 2ft) - g(ra + 2 + 2ft)]
fc=0

/> oo
2[g(ra + 1 + 2<) - «(» + 2 + 2/)]*

o

=  f      k(*) - «(* + !)]<** =   Hm    f      k(«) - «(* + l)]dx
J „+i fi->»  J „+i

/. n+2 /» 1+R /» n+2

g(x)<fx —   lim gix)dx =   I        g(x)rfx
*+l R-"°    J R J n+1

= *(» + 2),

where the last integral involving 7? vanishes because of H4. In a

similar way, it is found that 2gn(0) gg(ra — 1) for ra>l. Employing

these inequalities in (3.4), taking the limit as ra—>oo, and recalling

H6 completes the proof.

Combining Theorem 3.2 with Theorem 2.1 gives
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Theorem 3.3. The conditions H1-H7 imply that zn — n~^C as ra—> oo,

ra = 0, 1, • • • , z„ as defined in Theorem 1.1(c).

If fit) = sin wt and g(t)=t~l, then fit) and git) satisfy conditions

H1-H7 (since git) is convex and monotone decreasing, it auto-

matically satisfies H7), and the F(x) obtained is si(7rx). By Theorem

3.3, the zeros modulo 1 of si(7rx) tend to 1/2. (Actually, more than

this is known, for Harry Pollard has shown that the sequence

(z„ — ra)o* is monotone decreasing. Substantially his proof of this re-

sult is given in A. E. Livingston, Some Hausdorff means which exhibit

the Gibbs' phenomenon, Pacific Journal of Mathematics vol. 3 (1953)

pp. 407-415.)

4. Concluding remarks. There will now be exhibited a function

g,it) which, for suitable choice of e, will serve to illustrate that the

condition H7 is not necessary for the validity of Theorems 3.1 and

3.2 in certain special instances and, yet, can not be relaxed if one

wishes either of these two theorems to hold in general.

Example. Let 0 < e < 1 and define

(1 for   0<K e,
g* it) =\

l(ra + I)"1    for    2ra - 2 + e = t < 2ra + e,     n = 1, 2, • • • .

It is a simple matter to verify that conditions H3-H6 are satisfied by

gtit) for each e and that g^t) — gdt + l) does not satisfy H7. One easily

finds that

Fl2n)/gl2n) =   f  /(/)*,     - F«(2» + l)/g.(2» + 1) =   f  /(/)*,
J 0 J e

so that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 is obtained if e = C, C as de-

fined in (1.1). Further, z2n = 2ra-|-e, and z2re+i<C if e>C, z2n+i^C if

e=C.
This example further illustrates that the zeros modulo 1 of F(x) can

have more than one limit point.

The condition H6 is a rather stringent requirement. However, the

example/(/)= 7r sin irt, git)=e~Tt shows that it can not be relaxed,

for, in this case, z„ —ra = 3/4, while

(-l)»F(ra)/g(ra) = 1/2=   f    f(t)dt.
J o

Thus, Theorems 2.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are not true in general if the hy-

pothesis H6 is removed.
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